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queen-mother. She sees, she feels, she understands all the
long, fearful series of treasons, bloody battles, defeats, pitiless
massacres, devastations, pillages, and woes numberless and
unutterable. The hand of God has lit within her heart the
sacred and unextinguishable fire; she rises and follows with-
out hesitation the guiding voice that cries out to her from the
desert. This is better than mere poetry: it is historical truth,
and herein consists the merit of the German author; herein,
too, lies the crime of the degenerate Frenchman, whose touch
contaminates or conceals these great records of the past.
Who shall dare deny the divine inspiration when a nation
becomes regenerate at her voice, and its dead hopes rekindle
at her breath! The sunken and desponding people that had
lost all faith in its king, its priests, and even in its God, hails
the envoy of pitying Heaven, and recognizes her mission.
She baffles the world-wise wisdom of theologians by her
prompt judgment; women admire her modesty, men her
•valor, the people at large her saint-like beauty. We repeat
it—the German poet has followed history, and found a road
to every heart. The Frenchman followed the by-paths of
his own petty invention, and wandered into the realms of
obscurity and dullness.
Unfortunately, it was not the tragedy of Schiller that
Mademoiselle Rachel was to present to the public; it was
the nondescript work of Soumet, and she could not invest it
, with every quality it lacked, or conceal all the faults it had.
She made as good use as it was .possible of the materials
given her. Her action was full of energy, yet she had the
calm, the patience, and the dignity the character demanded.
She looked remarkably well in her gold and silver armor,
her coat of mail and gauntlets, and a too great consciousness
of this made her commit the error of retaining it after the
first act, forgetting that Jeanne should appear before her
-judges in the garments of her sex: her armor was one of
the charges brought against her by the infamous Bishop) Can-
chon. In the scene with the Duke of Burgundy, in the third
act, she was admirable. In the death-scene she was a model
Of statuesque beauty, enveloped in the folds of the banner, and
sinking, overcome by the pitiless flames; the banner itself,

